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RELIGIOUS FREEDOM IN TRANSYLVANIA

Ill

ransylvania moons '1and beyond the foresf' in Latin. ln
Hungarian the region is called Erdely ("the land of forests"-in Hungarian "erdo"="forest") and the Romanians call it Ardeal, after its long association with the
Hungarians in the region. For the Saxon-Germans it has
always been Siebenbiirgen ('1and of the seven castles"). While the majority
of the inhabitants are even today members of one or other of these nationalities, many other people have also left their imprint on the history of this
beautiful, colorful, and sometimes mysterious land.
Unfortunately, Americans know of it only as a mysterious land. The novel
by Bram Stoker and Hollywood's and Bela Lugosi' s efforts have converted
this region into the realm of vampires and other fictional creatures of the
night. Thus most Americans do not know that there is a real Transylvania
and that it is actually much more interesting than the fictional setting of
Count Dracula's horror escapades.
The real Transylvania acquired a distinct character after it was incorporated
into the medieval Hungarian kingdom of the Arpad dynasty. Prior to that
it had been ruled by Bulgars, Avars, Longobards, the Huns and other
peoples, including the Romans and before that even the Dacians. This land
took on a distinct character as the eastern extension of the Hungarian
kingdom during the 9th and lOth centuries. Its governors were always
subjects of the Hungarian monarchs, but with extensive rights to local selfgovernment, particularly in the Szekely counties of the Southeast and later
also in the Saxon counties of the South and the North.
By the beginning of the 13th century most of the peoples of present-day
Transylvania had settled in. Although the province was in large part
controlled by the Hungarian nobility, a great deal of local autonomy was
retained by the Saxon cities and the Szekely-Hungarian borderguard
districts. Furthermore, after the Mongol invasion of 1241 the depopulation
of some Hungarian areas was in part overcome through the settlement of
Cumans (Kipchak Turks) and the immigration of Vlachs (Romanians).
After the pressure of Ottoman Turkish power increased on Wallachia and
Moldavia in the 15th and 16th century, even more Vlachs (Romanians)
settled in Transylvania. Thus, by the early 16th century the region was
ethnically heterogeneous and Eastern Orthodoxy began to compete with
the Catholic Church for the allegiance of the people. In these early centuries,
however, the religious and ethnic loyalties of the different peoples already
tended to coincide. Thus, almost without exception the Hungarians, Szekely-
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Hungarians, and Saxon-Germans were Roman Catholics and the Romanians
were Eastern Orthodox.
The 16th century, which in large part is the subject of the present exhibit,
diversified Transylvania even further. Under the pressure of the Militaryexpansion
of the Ottoman Empire into the heart of Hungary and the intellectual and
spiritual ferment of the Reformation coming from the West, Transylvania
acquired many new religious loyalties and witnessed at the same time a dramatic
shift in the ethnic and linguistic profile of its inhabitants. While some religious
thinkers tended to see in the Turkish advance the hand of divine retribution,
historians tend to view it as a coincidence with no direct causal relationship to the
Reformation.
From the end of the 14th century onward, the Kingdom of Hungary was the major
obstacle to Turkish advance into Christian Europe. The seesaw battles fought
along the Danube and on the territories of the remnants of Byzantium, Serbia,
Bulgaria and Wallachia delayed the Turkish advance but could not stop it. After
the fall of Constantinople in 1453, it seemed that the Ottoman onslaught was
unstoppable. However, in 1456 Janos Hunyadi was able to defeat Mehmed the
Conqueror at the gates ofNandorfehervar (Belgrade). This gave Christian Europe
seventy years of respite. Yet with the military defeat of the Persians and Egyptians
by Selim the Stern, his son Suleiman the Magnificent again turned the force of
Ottoman advance toward the West. He captured Belgrade in 1521. Five years
later Suleiman crossed the Danube and the Drave rivers to challenge the
Hungarians on their own soil. The battle of Mohacs was fought on August 29th,
and in one devastating afternoon sealed the fate of Hungary. King Louis II (15161526) and most of the Hungarian Church hierarchy and nobility lost their lives
in this encounter. Only the Transylvanian nobility escaped their fate, because the
army they led arrived too late for the battle.
While most of the Transylvanian nobles survived, they did not escape the
consequences of defeat. The 600-year-old Hungarian kingdom now became a
battleground between the Habsburgs and the Turks. Suleiman led no less than six
major campaigns through Hungary in order to strike at Vienna. This led to the
depopulation, devastation and impoverishment of the land. To avoid the incessant warfare, Transylvania's rulers reconciled themselves by 1529 to becoming a
state affiliated with the Ottoman Empire. In exchange for their payment of
tribute, they were exempted from the bloody foraging and slave trade drives that
victimized the rest of Hungary. It also insulated them against direct pressure from
the Habsburg monarchs, who now claimed the Hungarian throne and actually
controlled the Western parts of Hungary that had not yet been captured by the
Ottomans. In this way Transylvania remained the only part of the Hungarian
kingdom that still had Hungarian princes as its rulers. This development provided
them with a sense of mission: to survive and provide continuity for an independent
Hungarian state.
The Reformation had a major impact on Transylvania because it provided the
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ideas and the political structures that would enable the region to chart its own
course with relative independence from both the Ottoman Turks and the
Habsburg Austrians. The Reformation began first among the Saxon-Germans in
cities like Kronstadt (Brass6, Brasov) and Hermannstadt (Nagyszeben, Sibiu).
Even before the battle ofMoh:ks, the ideas of Luther were discussed in the Saxon
cities. Johan Honterbrought these ideas with him when he returned toTransylvania
from his studies in Wittenberg. After Mohacs, the Hungarian population also
became more susceptible to these ideas. Two factors contributed to this besides
the loss of most of their Church hierarchy on the plains ofMohacs. First, that the
Habsburg monarchy was more and more identified with the interests ofCatholicism
(in spite of the early flirtation of Queen Mary, the widow of Louis II and sister of
Ferdinand II, with Lutheranism) and second, that the victory of the Turks raised
questions concerning the invincibility of the belief-system based on Rome.
Furthermore, as the Reformation diversified, certain strains emerged that had
greater appeal for a people living in the midst of crisis and threatened by physical
extinction. It is in light of these considerations that we have to examine the
activities of reformers like Matyas Bir6 of Deva, Marton Santa of Kalmancseh,
Istvan Kis of Szeged and Ferenc David. Because, as Sigismund Torda of Gyalu
wrote to Melanchthon in 1545, aside from the city of Gyulafehervar (Alba Iulia)
and the Szekely regions, all of Transylvania had gone over to the Reformers. For
the Saxon-Germans this meant primarily Lutheranism, while for the Hungarians
this meant adherence to the more radical Zwingli or Calvin interpretations of the
Reformation faith.
Ferenc David, the founder of Unitarianism among Hungarians, was a Lutheran
who then turned to Zwingli and Calvin before becoming one of the foremost
followersofServetus andotherantitrinitarians. In the longrun, Ferenc David had
a more direct impact on the development of Unitarianism as a separate religious
denomination because he had the ear of the young reigning sovereign of
Transylvania, John Sigismund (1556-1571).
While the rest of Europe was gearing itself to solve the question of religious
affiliation on the battlefield or by sovereign fiat, during the reign of John
Sigismund a novel solution was attempted in Transylvania: toleration ofdiversity
in religious commitments. Already in 1549-50 toleration was enunciated as a
principle of state policy. This policy was reinforced by the Diet ofTorda meeting
in 1568, which declared that henceforth the major religions of the realm,
Catholicism, Lutheranism, Calvin Reformed and Unitarian, would be "accepted"
by the state.
Unfortunately, John Sigismund's reign was cut short by a fatal accident in 1571.
He was followed to the throne by Istvan Bathori (1571-1576) and Christopher
Bathori (1576-1581) . The Bathoris were staunch Catholics and would have
preferred to reverse the effects of the Reformation. It is in this context that Ferenc
David was imprisoned at Deva where he dies in 1579. While the Bathori family
could not alter the political and denominational balance established under John
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Sigismund, they introduced an orientation that tended to undercut Transylvanian
independence. This led to Habsburg interventionism and the scourge of the
Fifteen Years' War. While the Transylvanian princes of the 17th century were
again able to reassert the province's independence and the tolerance of the John
Sigismund era, their efforts were more and more circumscribed by the growth of
Habsburg power at the expense of the Ottoman empire. Finally, the province lost
its independence and became an integral part of the Habsburg monarchy in 1690.
From then to the present Transylvania has undergone many changes in its
political fate, yet the legacy of the religious tolerance established in the 16th
century could not be erased. Only the most recent history of the region witnessed
a full-scale attack against these traditions. While the collapse of the AustroHungarian monarchy saw the annexation of Transylvania by Romania in 1918,
from a religious perspective, pluralism was still intact until the end of World War
II. However, the establishment of a communist one-party dictatorship changed
all this. From March 1945 onward, a systematic policy of religious persecution was
instituted. This affected all religious denominations in a devastating way, but did
most damage among the religious communities of the minority nationalities. The
persecution and oppression reached its height during Nicolae Ceausescu's reign
(1965-1989). With his overthrow in December of 1989, in a revolution sparked
by a Hungarian minister, Laszl6 TOkes, in the Transylvanian city ofTimisoara
(Temesvar), the prospects for religious toleration are now again improved.
However, only time will tell whether Transylvania can now reclaim its legacy and
again become the home for religious pluralism and freedom.

***

This exhibit has been loaned for display by Louis Szathmary of Chicago. Louis
Szathmarywas bominRakospalota, HungaryonJune6, 1919, came to the United
States in 1951, and has been chef-owner of the Bakery Restaurant in Chicago
since 1963. As a food columnist and writer, he has reached a wide readership with
such books as The Chefs Secret Cookbook; American Gastronomy; and The Bakery
Restaurant Cookbook. Chef Louis Szathmary is also a major collector of books,
prints, maps andotherreminders ofhis Hungarian roots. His cookbook collection,
one of the most extensive in the world, is now a part of Johnson and Wales
University's Culinary Archives and Museum in Providence, Rhode Island. We
are grateful to ChefSzathmaryfor loaning a portion of his collection of Hungarian
books, maps, and needlework for this exhibit on Transylvania.
-Andrew Ludanyi
Professor of Political Science
Ohio Northern University
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The dty of Kolozsvar (Klausenburg, Cluj) in 1617. Ferenc David, the founder of
Unitarianism in Hungary, preached his first sermon here in 1566.

A CHRONOLOGY OF TRANSYLVANIAN HISTORY
80005000 B.C.

Development of Stone-Age culture in region that is to become
Transylvania.

106A.D.

Roman emperor T raj an conquers the Dacian domains ofDecebalus.

271

Emperor Aurelian evacuates the Romans from the region under
pressure from the Goths.

376

The Huns push out the Goths from the region.

453

Hunish control comes to an end and the future Transylvania comes
under the control of the. Gepids.

896

The seven Magyar (Hungarian) tribes sweep into the Carpathian
Basin and also gain control of Transylvania.

997-1038

Reign oflstvan I (Saint Stephen) who imposes Western Christianity on all the regions of the Hungarian kingdom, including
Transylvania.

1002-08

St. Stephen consolidates his hold over Transylvania and establishes the first bishopric of Gyulafehervar (Alba Iulia).

1111

First mention of title Vajda (voivode) [governor ofTransylvania]
as an institutionalized position in the Hungarian kingdom.

1143

King Geza II (1141-62) invites Saxon-German settlers into
Transylvania.

1209

The first written mention of Vlach (Romanian) settlements in
Fogaras (Fagaras) area of Transylvania.

1247-91

Construction of Saint Michael's Cathedral at Gyulafehervar
(Alba Iulia) .

1241-42

The Mongol (Tatar) invasion sweeps through Transylvania and
devastates and depopulates much of the countryside.

1354-1444 Construction of Saint Michael's Church at Kolozsvar
(Klausenburg, Cluj), one of the most important Gothic-style
structures in Transylvania.
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1420

First major Ottoman Turkish incursion into Transylvania.

1437

A major peasant revolt erupts in Babolna (Bobilna), which leads to
the establishment of the "Union of Three Nations" (Hungarians,
Saxons, and Szekelys).

1453

Mehmed the Conqueror captures Constantinople.

1456

J:inos Hunyadi defeats the Turks at N:indorfeherv:ir (Belgrade).

1467

MatthiasCorvinus (Hunyadi) crushes the revolt of the Transylvanian
nobility.

1514

Peasant rebellion led by Gyorgy D6zsa sweeps through central
Hungary and extends into Western Transylvania. It is crushed by
):inos Z:ipolya, voivode of Transylvania.

1523

The first Orthodox bishopric is established in Transylvania at Rev
(Vadul Crisului).

1526

Suleiman the Magnificent defeats the Hungarians at the Battle of
Moh:ics, opening Hungary to Ottoman conquest and depredation.

1541

Buda falls to Ottoman Turks.

1544

The convention at Torda (Turda, Thorenburg) declares the union
of Transylvania with the Partium (Hungarian plains east of the
Tisza river) .

1545

Establishment of the Saxon Evangelical (Lutheran) Church.

1546

A paper mill is set up in Kronstadt (Brasso, Brasov) to supply the
needs of fledgling publishing activities in Transylvania.

1550

The convention at T orda (June 22-23) declares a policy of religious
toleration.

1556

Theestablishmentof the Hungarian Evangelical (Lutheran) Church.

1556-71

Reign of John Sigismund in Eastern Hungary (Transylvania and
Partium).

1562

Szekely rebellion against John Sigismund.
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1566

First Unitarian sermon of Ferenc David in Kolozsvar (Klausenburg,
Cluj).

1568

The convention at Torda declares the equality of four denominations (Catholic, Lutheran, Calvinist, Unitarian) and allows their
adherents to exercise their convictions.

1571-76

Reign of Stephen Bathori.

1572

Appointment of first Bishop for R'Omanian Orthodox Church in
Transylvania.

1576-81

Reign of Christopher Bathori.

1579

Death of Ferenc David at Deva.

1581

Founding of Jesuit academy at Kolozsvar which becomes the
precursor of higher education in Transylvania.

1581-97

Reign of Sigismund Bathori.

1590-91

The translation of the Bible into Hungarian by Gaspar Karolyi.

1591-1606 The Fifteen Years' War.
1604-06

Stephen Bocskay reestablishes Transylvanian independence and
ends Fifteen Years' War with Peace ofZsitvatorok.

1613-29

Reign of Gabor Bethlen.

1621

Treaty ofNicholsburg recognizes Transylvanian independence.

1630-60

Reigns of George Rak6czi I and II.

1661-90

Reign of Mihaly Apafi.

1690

Diploma Leopoldinum legally terminates Transylvanian independence and incorporates province into the Habsburg Empire.

1697

Romanian Uniate Catholic Church comes into being as the
Transylvanian Orthodox Church splits.

1703-11

Ferenc Rak6czi II leads rebellion against Habsburgs and is elected
Prince ofTransylvania.
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1718

Treaty of Passarowitz ends Ottoman Turkish control in the
Carpathian Basin. The evacuated and depopulated lands are now
recolonized by Swabian-Germans, Serbs and Romanians.

17 40-80

Reign of Maria Theresa.

1764

Massacre of Szekelys at Madefalva by Habsburg troops.

1778

Samuil Micu writes first history of the Romanians claiming
Dacian and Roman ancestry.

1780-90

Reign of Joseph II.

1784

Romanian peasant uprising led by Horea, Closca and Crisan.

1791

Submission of Supplex IibeUus Valachorum demanding Romanian
equality with other nations.

1848A9

Anti-Habsburg revolution breaks out, and Transylvanian Diet
declares union with Hungary; however, the Saxons and Romanians
oppose the union, and the revolution is crushed by the Hapsburgs
and Russians.

185 9

Moldavia and Wallachia unite to become the new state of Romania.

1867

The Compromise establishing the Dual Monarchy of AustriaHungary leads to the reunification of Transylvania with Hungary.

1914-18

World War I.

1918

Romanian military occupation of Transylvania.

1920

Treaty ofTrianon dismembers historic Hungary and Transylvania
is annexed by Romania.

1933

Construction of the Romanian Orthodox Cathedral in Cluj
(Kolozsvar).

1936-46

Construction of Romanian Orthodox Cathedral in Timisoara
(Temesvar).

1939-45

World War II.
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1940

Northern Transylvania is returned to Hungary via the Second
Vienna (arbitral) Award.

1944-

Romania switches sides and gets promise of Vienna Award nullification.

1945

Communists come to power in Romania under leadership of Petru
Groza and Georghiu-Dej.

1956

Hungarian Revolt of October 23rd in Budapest unleashes antiHungarian policies in Transylvania.

1959

Hungarian university education is undermined with the merger
of the Babes and Bolyai universities.

1965-89

Nicolae Ceausescu era ushers in a new age of intolerance as well as
religious and ethnic discrimination.

1989
December

Overthrow of Ceausescu begins in the Transylvanian city of
Timisoara (Temesvar).

•
J
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BOOKS ABOUT TRANSYLVANIA

•J

II

elbartus de Temesvar. SteUarium corone benedicte Virginis Marie
in laude euis pro singularis predicationibus elegantissime coaptatum.
Lyons: Jacob Sacon, impensis Anton Koberger, 1559.

Sermons by the Hungarian Franciscan Pelbart ofTemesvar,
one of the great preachers of the late 15th century, whose fame
spread far beyond the borders of Hungary. The arrangement of these sermons,
published by the great Nuremburg printer Anton Koberger, followed scholastic
principles, and in twelve chapters Pelbart discoursed on the mysteries of the
Visitation, Annunciation, Conception, and others, dwelling mainly on the
character traits of the Virgin.
Martin Schrot (ed.). Wappenbuch des HeiUgen Ramischen Reichs und aUgemainer
Christenheit in Europa, insonderheit des T eutschen Keyserthums ... Daneben auch der
Geistliche Stand, als des Apostolischen Stuls zu Rom, Patriarchen, Cardinal, Ertz und
gemaine Bistumben, in den Konigreichen ... [Heraldry of the Holy Roman Empire and
the Rest of Christian Europe .. .] Miinchen: Adam Berg, 1580.
Schrot's compilation of crests and insignia of the Holy Roman Empire and of
Christian Europe is a rare collection of secular and church heraldic art. Of
particular interest within the content of this exhibit is the hand-colored plate
(displayed here) which portrays the struggle between Christian Europe and the
Ottoman Turks over Hungary, symbolized by the central figure with his arms cut
off. On the side is a listing of the heroes who had already fallen in this struggle.
Of the seven listed, five were rulers or military leaders of the Hungarian Kingdom.

•
l

Hans Lewenklaw vonAmelbeum, et al. (eds.). Neuwe Chronica Turckscher Nation
von Turcken Selbs beschrieben ... in vier Bucher abgetheilt ... Gitabi Teuarichi:
Chronic oder Zeitbuchder fUrs ten Osmanischenstammens ... das ander von Turckischen
Geschichten die nach dem 1550 ... biss auffs 1590 ... das dritt Pandectes Turckischer
Histori ... das viert Etliche particular Beschreibungen merckUcher ... [A Chronicle of
the Turkish Nation Based on Their Own Writings ] Frankfurt am Mayn: Andres
Wechels, 1590.
Hans Lewenklaw's Chronicle of the Turkish Nation is based on Turkish historical
writings. It traces the Ottoman Empire from the reigns of Ertogrul, Orhan, and
Osman to the 16th century. The chronicle is divided into four parts: The first
traces the the reigns of the Sultans to 1550. The second covers the next four
decades, while the third refers to specific episodes in the territorial conquests. The
fourth part deals with the attempted conquests of Vienna and Austria in the 16th
century. Of particular interest for this exhibit are parts one and two, which refer
to the conquest of Hungary and Turkish incursions into Transylvania.
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Gerardum de Roo. Annales oder historische Chronick. der ... Fursten und Herren
Etzhertzogen zu Oesterreich Habspurgischen Stammens furmenlich von Rudolpho dem
Ersten ... bisaufCarolumdenFunfften ... Augsburg:JohannSchultes, 1621. [with]
Mausoleum potentissimorum ac gloriosissimorum regni apostolici regum & primorum
militantis ungariae ducum ... Norimbergae: Michaelem & Joannem Fridericum
Endteros, 1664.
Gerardum de Roo provides a compilation of the insignia of the Austrian territorial
possessions. This heraldic summary also provides brief sketches of the past rulers
of different parts of the realm. The summary of the reign of Matthias Corvinus is
particularly relevant to this exhibit, not only because of the significance of his
reign, but because of his important Transylvanian connections.
This is bound with a source book in German of all the rulers of Hungary from
Attila to the middle of the 17th century. Gerardum incorrectly lists Attila as an
Hungarian ruler because he mistakenly associated the Huns with the Hungarians.
The plate displayed in this exhibit depicts Iohannes de Zapolya, King of Hungary.
His reign began the period of divisions following the Battle of Mohacs in 1526,
which also sets the foundations for the next 180 years ofTransylvania "autonomy"
in the shadow of the Ottoman Turkish empire.
Hieronymus Ortelius. Ortelius redivivus et continuatus oder der Ungarischen KriegsEmporungen historische Beschreibung . . . in Ober und Nider-Ungam wie auch
Siebenburgen, vom dem 1395 biss in das 1607 ]ahr ... auch mit einer neuen
Beschreibung des gantzen Kanigreichs Ungam ... Nurnberg: Paul Furs ten, Getruck
zu Frankfurt am Mayn bey Daniel Fievet, 1665.
Hieronymus Ortelius' History of the Turkish Wars is one of the most important
Western sources on the military confrontations between the forces of the
Ottoman Empire and the Habsburg Empire on the territory of Hungary and
Transylvania. The section beginning on page 97 is of particular interest to this
exhibit because it deals with thereignofKingJohn Sigismund (1556-1571 ), King
of Transylvania and Eastern Hungary.
Christopher Lehmann. Historia diplomaticade statu religionis evangelicae in Hungaria
in tres periodos distincta [with] Brevissimum compendium principatus Transylvanici
historiae ab anna 1526 usque ad annum 1703 cum variis documentis et diplomatibus
[s.l.: n.p.], 1710.
Christopher Lehmann's history of Hungary's diplomacy and foreign relations
during the period of the Reformation provides a description of three major phases
in the evolution of church-state relations. It also provides a brief summary of those
developments as mirrored in Transylvanian history.
Ferenc Cserei [ofNagyajta], ed. A magyar szekely aszszonyok rorvenye [The Law for
Hungarian and Szekely Women] . Kolozsvar: Hochmeister Marton beruivel, 1800.
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Ferenc Cserei compiled in this volume all the existing statutes, court decisions,
customary legal practice and the opinions of legal scholars regarding the legal
status of Hungarian and Szekely women. The work is dedicated to the widow of
Count Ferentz Gyulai, the Countess Karolina Haller.
Jozsef Benko. Az erdely orszagi nemes szekely nemzetnek kepe, ... Historikusoknak

irasaib6l, ... A Haza wrvenyeib61 es az orszag Gyuleseinek vegzeseib61 [The Image of
the Noble Szekely Nation in theLandofTransylvaniaon the Basis of Historical Writings
... TheLawsoftheHamelandandtheResolutionsoftheNationalAssembly] .Kolozsvar:
n.p., 1806.
Jozsef Benko provides a description of the noble Szekely "nation" located in
eastern Transylvania, through the writings ofhistorians, the laws of the land, and
references to resolutions passed by meetings of the National Assemblies. It
documents the nobility of all Szekely people regardless of economic status.
E.S.M. Magyar gyasz; vagy is 11Ulsodik Lajos magyar kiralynak a mohatsi mezon tartent
veszedelme meUyet gyenge tehetsege szerent V ersekben kivant szedni egy nemzete
romlasatKesergo Nemes magyar [Hungarian Tragedy; or The Great Loss of King Louis
II, Hungarian King, on the Field of Mohacs. Which According to His Umited
Capabilities a Grieving Noble Hungarian Wants to Commemorate by Writing This Epic
Poem]. Pest: Fuskuti Landerer Orokoseinek beruivel, 1813.
"E. S.M." describes himself as a noble Hungarian who grieves for the decline of his
nation. He writes an epic poem about the defeat of the Hungarian army (led by
King Louis II) by the Ottoman Turks under the leadership of Suleiman the
Magnificent. This poem is of interest because it makes a special effort to
commemorate the Transylvanian families (listed in an index) which lost loved
ones at the Battle ofMohacs (1526) .

Erdelynek egy polgari innepe, melyben a meg-esmert erdem at Hazafinak beszedeiben
Adatott-elo ... [On the Occasion ofa Public Celebration in Transylvania, Five Speeches
Summarize the Trait of Recognizable Merit . .. ] Kolozsvar: Reform. Koll. betuivel,
[1816].
This is a commemorative booklet including five speeches of public functionaries
and notables on the occasion of the induction of Samuel Kemeny as a member of
the Governing Council for the Province of Transylvania on May 1, 1816.

Calendarium novum, et vetus ad annum vulgarem M.DCCC.XXVI ... in usum m.
principatus Transsilvaniae et partium adnexarum. addito schematismo dicasteriorum et
officialium, status provincia/is, militaris, camera/is, et ecclesiastici, in M. Principatu
Transsilvaniae. Claudiopoli: Typis Lycei Regii, [1826] .
A calendar published in Claudiopoli [Kolozsvar, Klausenburg, Cluj] in 1826,
including a directory of the officialdom of the Principality ofTransylvania in that
year, with authorities by provinces and rank as well as those of the military,
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governmental and church hierarchies.
lmre Bethlen. Masodik R6k6tzi Gyarg;y ideje [The Times of George Rak6czi II] Nagy
Enyed: Ns. Ref. Collegium betiiivel, 1829.
Count lmre Beth len's book is a fictionalized autobiography of George Rak6czi II,
ruler ofTransyl vania in the middle of the 17th century. Based on careful research
of the time period, the work provides an opportunity for the author to reflect on
past mistakes and past glories, thereby inspiring the next generation with role
models and making them interested in the history of their nation.

Nemzeti Tarsalkod6 1832 elsa felesztendO, irtdk as olvas6k. Kolozsvar: A:z Erdelyi
Hfrad6, 1832.
Nemzeti Tarsalkod6, or the National Forum, was a weekly edited in the city of
Kolozsvar. This volume contains the first six months of the periodical collected
together under the editorial supervision of the Transylvanian News. It contains
numerous insights about Transylvania in this time period.

The Transylvanian city of Bar6th.
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Alexander Korosi Csoma. A Grammar of the Tibetan Language in English Prepared

Under the Patronage of the Government and the Auspices of the Asiatic Society of
Bengal [Calcutta, 1834] (Triad Reprint). New York, Altai Press, [n.d.]
Sandor (or Alexander) Korosi Csoma's Grammar was a pioneering study in deciphering the Sanskrit language and expanding the range of Oriental studies. He
left his native Transylvania in the early 19th century to find the roots of his own
people. While he did not entirely succeed, he did contribute to a better understanding of the great civilizations of the East. On the frontispiece under his name
he proudly identifies himself as a "Siculo-Hungarian (i.e. Szekely-Hungarian) of
Transylvania".
Janos Kriza. Vadr6zsak: Sz&ely~pkoltesigyii.jtemeny [Wild Roses: CollectionofSz&ely
Folk Poetry]. Vol. I. Kolozsvar: Stein Janos Erd. Muz. Egyleti Konyvarus Bizomanya,
1863.
]:nos Kriza's Wild Roses is the first known collection of folk songs, ballads, and
proverbs collected as part of a systematic study of folklore and ethnicity. Bela
Bart6k andZolran Kodaly relied very heavily on this book, and it became a model
for many Western folklorists. It is based on the folk culture of the Szekely people
in eastern Transylvania.
Istvan Petelei. FelMk: elbesz~lesek [Clouds: Short Stories] Budapest: FranklinTarsulat, 1897.
Istvan Peletei (1852-191 0) was a writer offiction who developed T ransyl van ian
themes in his short stories. The collection entitled Clouds is an anthology of short
stories, many of which concern the life of the gentry and middle-class in the
second half of the 19th century.
Paul Teleki. The Evolution of Hungary and Its Place in European History . New York:
Macmillan Co., 1923.
Count Paul T eleki was one of the foremost geographers of Hungary and an active
political leader throughout the inter-war period. This study is based on a series of
lectures he delivered at Williams College in 1921. His insights on the settlement
patterns of different peoples within the Carpathian Basin are still accepted by
most specialists of the region. Linking geography and demography, he provides a
particularly original interpretation of the fate of Transylvania, Hungary, and
Romania.
Nicholas M6ricz. The Fate of the Transylvanian Soil: A Brief Account of the
Rumanian Land Reform of 1921. Budapest: Society of Transylvania Emigrants,
1934.
Nicholas M6ricz describes the denationalizing impact of Romanian land reform
for non-Romanians in Transylvania and critiques the presentation of the reform
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by the historian M. David Mitrany. He traces the evolution of the agrarian
problem in Romanian history and then reflects on its negative consequences for
Hungarians and other nationalities after the annexation of Transylvania by
Romania in 1918-20.
Laszl6 Makkai. Transylvanian Towns. Budapest: Officina Press, 1940.
Laszl6 Makkai presents in this little book thirty-two engravings of towns and cities
in Transylvania. It provides glimpses of the region's principal cities and settlements
as they appeared in the 19th century and earlier. Makkai's text effectively
documents Transylvania's urban origins and its Hungarian, Saxon, and Szekely
roots.
Laszl6 Makkai. Histoire de Transylvanie [History of Transylvania] . Paris: Les Presses
Universitaires de France, 1946.
Laszl6 Makkai's History of Transylvania is one of the first systematic efforts to
discuss the history of the province independently from the history of Hungary or
Romania. Makkai's work is an excellent and thorough treatment from the time
of the Dacians and the Romans to the 20th century. As one of the foremost interwar specialists on Transylvania, Makkai still influences the studies of all who have
followed in his footsteps.

Istvan (Stephen) Batlwri,late 16th-century ruler of Transylvania.
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Laszl6 Makkai. Magyar-Roman kiizos mult [A Shared History: HWlgarians and Romanians]. Budapest: Teleki Intezet, 1948.
Laszl6 Makkai provides a fascinating description of the interdependence of
Hungarians and Rumanians throughout their history. Makkai shows that from the
13th century onward, the two people lived in proximity to one another, frequently
in mixed settlements. While in past centuries this interdependence was in most
respects beneficial and peaceful, more recently, the rise of modem nationalism
has transformed the relationship into antagonism over possession of territory.

C. A. Macartney and A. W. Palmer. Independent Eastern Europe: A History.
London: Macmillan & Co., 1962.
Macartney and Palmer present the history of Eastern Europe between the two
world wars. They feel that Eastern Europe was hardly "independent" during this
time period-hence their use of this adjective in the title is tongue-in-cheek. The
dependence of the region on the whims of Hitler and Stalin made the fate of
Transylvania also subject to these whims.
Erich Roth. Die Refonnation in Siebenburgen: Ihr V erhiiltnis zu Wiuenberg und der
Schweiz [The Refonnation in TransylVania]. Koln & Graz: Bohlau Verlag, 1962.
Erich Roth presents the early development of the Reformation among the SaxonGermans of Transylvania, with particular emphasis on the role of Johannes
Honterus (]ohan Honter) in this movement. For the vast majority of SaxonGermans, Lutheranism became the national religion from the 1540s to the
present.
Istvan Szamosk6zy. Erdely Wrtenete (1598-1599,1603) [History ofTransylwnia].
Budapest: Magyar Helikon, 1977. Reprint edition with biographical sketch of
Istvan Szamoskozy by Istvan Sinkovics.
Istvan Szamoskozy's History of Transylwnia is an eyewitness account of a very
critical period in the history of this province. It describes the internal political
alignments of the time and the clash of Ottoman Turkish and Habsburg Austrian
efforts to gain military and political control over the region. It also describes the
divisions among the Hungarian nobility, the Saxon-Germans, and the Szekely
Hungarian population, as well as the beginnings of the Habsburgpolicy of"divide
and conquer."
Andre DuNay. The Early History of the Rumanian Language. Lake Bluff, Illinois:
Jupiter Press, 1977.
Andre DuNay's analysis focuses on the development of the Romanian language
from the time of the Roman colonization in the Balkans to the 12th and 13th
centuries. It is a linguistic rather than a historical analysis, but it has important
implications for both the theory of "Daco-Roman" origins and the theory of
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"continuity of Rumanian settlement" in Transylvania. DuNay contends that at
least the linguistic evidence contradicts these politically inspired theories.

MAPS OF TRANSYLVANIA
Sebastian Munster. Poloniae et Ungariae nova descriptio, ca. 1554.
An early woodcut map of Poland and Hungary, showing Transylvania as part of
Hungary. Sebastian Munster (1489-1552), a friend of Luther, incorporated
information from the the latest scientific discoveries and explorations in his maps
and atlases (such as the Cosmographica, 1544 ). Work on this plate was completed
after his death.
A point of interest on the Munster map is the location ofThracia and Romania
south of the territory of present-day Bulgaria. ''Romania" as a designation prior to
1859 referred to the European parts of the Ottoman empire in proximity to the
Dardannelles and the Sea of Marmara, not to the region north of the Danube that
has become present-day Romania. Bessarabia's location east of the Prut river (the
present Soviet Moldavian Republic) is also of interest.
Moses Pitt. Nova et accurata Transylvaniae descriptio, 1680.
Pitt (fl. 1654-1696) was an English cartographer whose magnum opus was an
uncompleted multi-volume English Atlas. Here, Transylvania is depicted as an
autonomous principality before its incorporation into the Habsburg empire in
1690.
Peter Schenk and Gerhard Valek. Nova et accurata Transylvaniae descriptio, [early
18th century).
Schenk and Valek collaborated on a series of maps and atlases, some of which were
based on the work ofBlaeu and Jansson. The plate shows Transylvania following
its late 17th-century incorporation into the Hungarian half of the Hapsburg
empire.
Matthias Seutterand Augustus Vindel. Transylvaniae principatus inquinquenationes
divisus and Transylvaniae, Moldaviae, Walachiae, Bulgariae nova & accurata
delineatio .. ., [both post-1718) .
Two maps of the Transylvanian region following the Treaty of Passarowitz in
1718. Note that areas occupied by the Hungarian, Saxon, Wallachian (Rumanian) and Szekely peoples are identified in different colors. Areas depopulated by
the Turks were repopulated with settlers from Swabia, Serbia, and Wallachia. The
second Seutter map, like the Munster map above, shows Romania located south
of present day Bulgaria rather than north of the Danube.
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TRANSYLVANIAN NEEDLEWORK
1.

Fekete/piros szotes fut6 Cs£kb6l

Black-and-red woven table runner from Csik/Ciuc in eastern Transylvania.

2. Regi szekely varrottas virag diszes asztalterito Sepsiszentgyargyr61
Old decorative table cover with floral design from the Szekely settlement of
Sepsiszentgyorgy in Eastern Transylvania.

3. Cserleveles szogletes kalotaszegi teriw
Square decorative tablecover from Kalotaszeg in Central Transylvania northwest
of Kolozsvar/Cluj-Napoca.

4. Szekely varrottas pamahuzat tulipanos es grandtalmas Mintdval a Maras volgyeb6'L
Szekely decorative pillowcase with tulip and crabapple design from the Maros/
Mures valley.

5. Mezosegi szogletes asztalterit6' tulipanos mintaval
Square decorative table cover with tulip design from Merzoseg, central
Transylvanian plateau.

6. Egyszerii. kek-fehtr sz6'tes fut6 "recefogas" mintaval a Mezasegro'l
Plain blue-and-white woven runner with geometric design from Mezoseg.

7. Varrottas kis terito tulipanos es granatalmas diszitessel Szekr6'l
Placemat with tulip and crabapple design for a decorative vase from Szek/Sic in
central Transylvania.

8. Szeki varrottas pamahuzat r6zsa es sz(v mintaval
Decorative pillowcase with rose and heart design from Szek/Sic.

9. Regi varrottas pamahuzat "recefogas" mintaval a Mezosegr6'L
Old-fashioneddecorativepillowcasewithgeometricdesignfromMeroseg/Cimpia
Ardealului.

10. Regi egyszerii. szO'ttes tarulkozo a Mezosegrol
Old-fashioned plain woven towel from Mezoseg.
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11 . Fekete~piros mintdju szottes terito Mezostgrol
Black~and~red woven cover from the Mezoseg region/Cimpia Ardealului.

12. Egyszerii IW.szoni szf5ttes futo "recefogas" ts "borozdas "mintakkal
Plain table runner with geometric designs from Kaszon, the Szekely Region.
13. Rtgi sztkely varrottas asztalterito grdndtalma dtszittssel Cs£k~Gyimesrol
Old~fashioned decorative Szekely table cover with crabapple design from Csi1~
Gyimes/Ciuc~Ghimes .
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